Welcome to the 2017 Halloween issue! After taking
forever to get the last issue out, I decided to jump
right into the Halloween issue to make it a big issue
full of reviews including my first video game review!
I would like to continue doing more game reviews,
which will be horror related. I am hoping this
momentum continues and I can get at least one more
issue out by year's end. We shall see!
Happy Halloween everyone!
- bill piper, editor (billgpiper@hotmail.com)
All films presented in this magazine are copyrighted by their respective owners.
I make no claim to them.
This is a fan ezine, made up of my opinions of said movies.
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The Barn
The movie starts at Wheary Falls in 1959. A church service is being held to start the
annual harvest hootenanny. The pastor informs the children at the service to stay off a
particular piece of property (the property where the BARN is located on!). Of course,
children being who they are, ignore the warning and head out to the barn. When two kids
arrive there, one of them goes to the barn door and knocks. It opens up and out come
three figures. A pickaxe then comes down into the kid's skull and she falls over dead.
The other boy runs off screaming. Perhaps they should have listened to the warning!
After the opening credits,
the movie jumps ahead 30
years and we're at Helen's
Valley on October 30, 1989.
An older teen by the name
of Sam is passing out
candy to kids. He tells the
story of a cursed barn that
has three demon spirits.
One is the boogeyman, the
second is the pumpkin man
Hallow Jack and the last is
the candy corn scarecrow. After he scares off the kids, a woman by the name of Mrs.
Barnhart walks in who is played by none other Linnea Quigley! She tells Sam to quit
scaring the kids and that he needs to grow up. Sam and his friend Josh play a prank on
her causing her to get pissed and leave, warning the two that the town will never have
another Halloween. She later contacts Sam's dad who is not very pleased with what has
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happened. He agrees to a punishment for Sam that makes him going around house to
house on Halloween night and collect donations for the church.

Sam and Josh head to a local skater rink. There they watch a tv show, "Rock Block with
Dr Rock" (Dr Rock being Ari Lehman, the young Jason Voorhees from Friday the 13th)
when a band named "Demon Inferno" come on and state that on Halloween night they
will be playing a special show. Sam and Josh both want to see the band and put together
a scheme to see both the show and get the donations, in their own special way (i.e. a
screw job towards Mrs. Barnhart). The cashier at the skate rink, Michelle, gets invited to
come along.
The next scene is at the drive-in and two teens (Chris and Nikki) are watching a movie.
It quickly turns into a make out session until Josh, Sam and Russell (another friend of
theirs) surprise them. They need to borrow the van for tomorrow's concert and the candy
grab/donation plan.
The next day they
are heading up to the
area where the
concert is and during
small talk, Sam
describes his rule for
candy during
Halloween. This
rule, "the treat", he
claims that if
someone comes to
the door and says
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"trick or treat" and they pick a treat, you leave them alone. The candy is seen as an
offering. This will come into play later on!
After passing an old sign that says "deathville", the friends arrive at a field which they
believe is their destination. Unbeknownst to them, this field contains the barn of Wheary
Falls! The friends decide to hang outside the barn and wait until the concert starts. The
hours go by and no one is showing up. The group talks about Sam's various Halloween
rules. As you can see, Sam is very serious about Halloween, almost borderline obsessed
with it. The group decides to go up to the barn on the property, they knock on the door
and start yelling "trick or treat." All of a sudden the three demons inside awake! The
barn doors open and the group of teens decide to go in. Everything seems fine inside
during a small investigation by the group. Everyone except Russell decide to leave.
Russell wants to snoop around some more and that's when the boogeyman confronts and
stabs him.
Chris and Nikki head out into the cornfield. Nikki is blindfolded as Chris has a special
surprise for her. He leads her back to a camp site and gives her a gift. The two head into
the tent to have sex however the candy corn scarecrow is outside waiting.

Josh, Sam and Michelle head into the town of Wheary Falls to do some trick or treating
but also to cause mischief if anyone gets in their way. Back at the camp site, Chris thinks
Russell is out in the field and decides to go after him. Nikki is left at the tent when the
scarecrow arrives and cuts off her arm before killing her! Chris finds his way back to the
barn where he sees the backside of the boogeyman. He is confused as he is not sure what
is going on until he finds the head of Russell on the floor and sees the boogeyman eating
flesh! All three demons show up but Chris is able to run away back to the camp site and
finds Nikki's decapitated arm!
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In town, Sam and Michelle are having small talk when Chris is spotted running in town.
They decide to go after Chris until the three demons walk by and steals Sam's candy bag!
He thinks about going after them then decides not to. The three friends arrive at a
building in town hosting the annual harvest hootenanny. There Sam meets a guy named
George. George has been smashing pumpkins around town as he claims it will keep the
demons away. He goes into the back story of the demons and how he believes miners
stumbled upon the demons in a tunnel back in the '30s. He also talks about each
particular demon. George comes off as a crazy drunk but that's in the tradition of the
"crazy Ralph" type of character seen in numerous horror films. Sam and Josh start to get
into an argument about George and before you know it, then split up and Michelle storms
off.
Elsewhere in the building, Chris comes running in and informs Sam and Josh about the
demons being real and the killing
spree that they are causing. The
building has been locked from
the outside and the demons enter.
They begin to brutally kill
everyone at the hootenanny.
After the slaughter montage,
George informs Sam and Josh
what the demons are doing in
their quest for flesh. George
decides to fight the demons and
try to hold them off until midnight. His effort does not last long before he is gutted.
Sam and Josh decide to gear up and go after the demons. They first encounter Hallow
Jack and figure out that the demon is able to transfer to other pumpkins in the field. This
causes the duo to start smashing all the pumpkins they can find. They thought they got
them all but there was a single pumpkin left unharmed. This allows Hallow Jack to
reform. Sam is able to grab a canister of weed killer and spray Jack right in the face.
This causes the pumpkin to melt revealing a weird rotted looking skull underneath. Josh
tosses a lit m80 into the pumpkin head resulting in it's final destruction.
The duo run off only to find Nikki
dead and strung up on a pole. The
candy corn scarecrow comes out to
fight Josh. The struggle seems to
end quickly but it was a ruse as the
scarecrow comes back to life, stabs
Josh and knocks out Sam. When
Sam wakes up, he frantically
searches for Josh but to no avail. He
finds the van and attempts to get
away though the boogeyman tries to
stop him. Meanwhile Sam notices a group of people heading into the barn. Sam is able
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to run over the boogeyman which appears to stop the demon for the time being. A
scream is heard from the barn which causes Sam to investigate. As he gets close to the
barn, he notices a preacher speaking to the group about how special the night is.
Michelle has been captured by the group and is being used for a human sacrifice. Josh is
able to sneak into the barn by being disguised as the scarecrow. Josh makes himself
known but the preacher informs him that he is outnumbered and the group that is in the
church are actually other demons! Sam joins Josh in fighting off these ghouls and
rescues Michelle. Josh tells the two to escape as he holds off the creatures.
Back at the van, Sam convinces Michelle to leave the area as he stays behind to help Josh.
Inside, the preacher lets it known that he is working for the devil. During a brief
argument, Josh accidentally stabs the preacher. He and Sam then proceed to the
basement and are attacked by the boogeyman. Sam is able to defeat the monster but at
the same time, the tunnel to hell is starting to become active. The duo try to leave but the
basement door has been locked and the barn catches on fire!

Now just as soon as it started to burn, it appears that it went out. Not sure if this is a
continuity error or what. The boogeyman makes the obligatory last stand before is
decapitated by Sam. The two friends sit down for a moment, pondering the situation.
Josh notices that the time is past when the evil is suppose to be gone but it appears the
nightmare isn't over. Out from the tunnel of Hell appears a demon arm and the movie
ends. Or so we think. A mid credits scene appears showing Michelle driving and a
pumpkin in the van appears to light up!
The Barn is a great modern day horror film for Halloween that has a throwback theme.
The movie is filled with the atmosphere of the holiday. If you haven't seen it, by all
means, pick up the DVD or the Blu-ray! They also created a video game of this movie
that I plan on covering in a later issue.
bP
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Playing With Dolls
I'm a sucker for slashers, especially any movie that
features a pretty cool looking killer. This is how I stumbled upon this movie, "Playing
with Dolls", aka "Metalface." The killer resembled someone who would have been a
cousin to Leatherface! So did the movie live up to the killer's potential?
The movie starts off with the killer chasing a woman in a snowy area. We also see a
police officer and some kind of security guard fighting in the same area. Despite running
as fast she can, the killer always
seems to be right behind here.
He must have some of that Jason
Voorhees teleportation powers!
LOL Eventually the killer
catches the woman and ties her
to a tree. He proceeds to expose
one of her breasts and cuts the
top, allowing blood to pour into a
container. After gathering some
blood, he proceeds to kill her.
This is all kind of confusing up front as there is also video cameras in the area watching
all this but this gets explained later on.
The movie jumps to our main character, Cindy, who is living in an empty apartment as
her roommate left her. Cindy has basically hit bottom. She has no money for rent, no job,
nothing. When all hope seems lost, she gets a mysterious box and a phone call. The
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phone call is to inform her that she has been hired for a job she applied for awhile back
and the mysterious box has a key to a vehicle with directions to this job site. Cindy gets
in the vehicle and drives to where the navigation system takes her. She ends up in the
middle of nowhere, deep in the mountainous region of California. This area is cut away
from all society with no way to communicate via phone. While sitting there, two people
show up to inform Cindy of the job (housekeeper of a cabin) and take Cindy back to the
cabin as it's still awhile away. At the cabin, Cindy is informed that an elderly man owns
the cabin and only
occasionally visits
and it's up to Cindy to
keep the place clean.
Her food is provided
for however, there is
no way back to
"society" thus she is
trapped out there for a
month at a time.
During all this, we
see that there is a man
who is a "watcher"
that is the mastermind behind all this. Scopophilio (what the character is referred to on
IMDB) is a rich man who gets his kicks watching a killer murder women. He has
cameras set up everywhere to capture this along with guards in the area to keep people
out. He's basically putting together his own snuff movies.
After Cindy gets to the cabin, the movie really loses it's momentum and it feels like it
starts to pad out it's running time. Cindy is shown lounging around the cabin, partaking
in all it has to offer and enjoying herself. The killer, who we find out is prisoner AYO-
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886, is keeping a close eye on her yet is stopped by Scopophilio (via headset) as he feels
it's not time for her to die yet. It isn't until the cop from the beginning of the move shows
up that movie then proceeds to head towards it's final act. The cop shows up bloody and
bruised, informs Cindy of why he is out there and this enables to Cindy to piece together
why she really is out there. She's a pawn in this game. Prisoner AYO-886 finally
decides to go after her while the cop gets caught up with more guards in the area. After a
brief chase scene, Cindy gets caught by the killer and before he kills her, the cop shows
up and shoots AYO-886. This allows Cindy to run off. Meanwhile Scopophilio has left
his warehouse from where he was watching all his camera via computer set up. I guess
he felt the cop was starting to get too close as the guards were all getting shot. While
driving away, Cindy jumps out in front of his vehicle and he lets her in. She does not
know who he is and there ends the movie. The ending is very abrupt and leaves the door
wide open for a sequel.
Not a fan of how it ended but that was different. I wanted to really like this movie as I
thought the character had potential but there was not much slashing in this movie. There
was the one victim at
the beginning and that
was it. However,
something about the
movie left me
wanting to check out
the sequel.
Fortunately Amazon
Prime had the sequel
available and thus I
dived into it. My
rating for the first
movie 5/10.
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Playing with Dolls 2:
Bloodlust
The premise of this movie is that there is a reality
show, taking place in the California wilderness,
involving 4 people trying to escape a killer. The
winner gets a million dollars and be a movie star.
This faux premise is to explain why there are cameras
everywhere in the cabin and area. The participates
involves Stina, a struggling single mom, a big headed
actor who has a body guard, Magnus (of which gets a
bit of a back story as he is a divorced dad trying to
get good work) and two other contestants that are not
introduced with any back story. These two are Nico
and Rodrigo. While the cast are getting set up, we see Scopophilio watching them from
his monitors. We know how this is going to end!

While in the house chitchatting, Magnus hears a scream and decides to go investigate.
The others stay behind obviously. Magnus comes upon a woman, who is severely beaten,
tied to a tree. However he gets jumped by the killer and knocked out. Back at the cabin,
everyone heads to bed assuming that Magnus left the show (as well as the actor he was
the body guard of since that guy is no where to be found). Rodrigo gets jumped by the
killer and taken back to the "homestead" of AYO-886. Apparently this guy has a bunch
of random tree branches piled up and lives among them! LOL He's got body parts strung
out everywhere. It does look pretty nifty even if it's impractical. Rodrigo is chained up
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and the killer proceeds to break his leg with a baseball bat until he pulls out a sharp
toothed machete like weapon which he violently cuts off the leg. The weapon is used to
cut into Rodrigo's back and the killer rips out his spine!
The next morning, only the two
women are left at the cabin.
Nico goes off to take a shower
and while her kill is off screen,
it's kind of humorous how it
leads up to it. With her dead,
Stina is the only one left in the
house. She leaves the cabin and
comes across the killer. At first
she thinks it a joke and tries to
befriend him. When he tries to kill her, Stina runs off, pissed cause she thinks he over
stepped his "actor" role. She gets a call from "the watcher" and he informs her that it's
just her and the killer now. He seems to get off at this deception and tells her that she is
the winner. He tells her that she is now the star of her own movie.
She goes back to the cabin and celebrates her success. Her drinking causes her to pass
out and that's when the killer is able to knock her out fully. She awakens back at his "tree
house" (LOL), bound and gagged. The killer takes off her left shoe, cuts off her big toe
and then puts her shoe back on. How thoughtful! Right before he begins to slice her
head open, gun shots are heard. He leaves the area to check out the shots and this gives
Stina the opportunity to escape. She gets caught by the killer but then Magnus shows up
out of nowhere, knocks the killer back and he along with Stina are able to run off. The
guards are notified by Scopophilio and then begin to search for the two escapees. Like
the previous movie, Scopophilio leaves his station but this time goes after the escapees
rather than running off. He corners the two since he has a gun. Stina tells him she rather
die quickly than be stalked by the killer. Magnus said he would rather fight, thus
Scopophilio lets the two go to fight the killer. Magnus confronts the killer and they go at
it. And like the last movie, this movie cuts out right in the middle of the ending. So did
Magnus
succeed? Did
the killer
succeed?
Who knows.
Once again, I
am not a fan
of this, but it
is different. I
tend to believe
that Magnus
did not
succeed.
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I must say, I really enjoyed this movie (7/10). It was a big improvement over the last and
I dig where this franchise is going. Let's check out
the most current movie in the series, Havoc.

Playing with Dolls 3:
Havoc
The latest chapter of this series starts off in a cave
where we see a young woman roaming around. She
finds a bundle of money along with a note asking
"Do you want to continue?" Obviously she does
especially if there is more money involved! Off in
the distance, "Havoc" (which we find out is the new
name of AYO-886) is chained up but gets released
by two guards. Meanwhile the young lady keeps
finding bundles of money with notes. She proceeds
to each next clue until Havoc jumps out and
attempts to kill her. He does not finish the job when one of the guards come to contain
him but instead gets brutally killed! Havoc gets the keys off him and escape the cave.
Now Havoc is roaming the California
country side and we are introduced to
another character, a red haired woman
who is off to visit her boyfriend at a
cabin. We're also introduced to Sara
Curry, who is coming up to a cabin to
surprise her husband. The workhand,
Bob, was surprised to see her, as he was
only expecting Timothy Curry. Yeah, you know where this is going. Later that evening,
Mia (the red head), arrives at the cabin to find Sara. Shit gets real very quickly as Sara
figures out that her husband was actually going to the cabin to spend the weekend with a
mistress. Mia quickly heads back to her car but unfortunately she can't get her car to start.
With the temperatures being freezing cold, Mia is brought back in after Bob could not get
her car to start. He noticed her engine had some intentional damage and is not going to
start. Sara and Mia decide to keep cool despite the awkward situation.
Meanwhile, Bob gets jumped by Havoc out in the garage. Bob gets tied up and Havoc
cuts into his leg, then ripping out muscle and other inside parts. It's a pretty gruesome
effect!! Havoc then goes for a chainsaw and drives it into Bob's pelvic region!! OUCH!
Back at the cabin, Sara is questioning Mia about the affair. After a few minutes, the
house maid takes Mia to get her clothes dried as Mia is freezing in her outfit. Sara heads
to her bedroom to wait for her husband to arrive. During this time we see that Havoc has
made his way into the house. He sneaks up behind the maid and stabs out one of her eyes!
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Back in the living room area of the cabin, Mia is waiting by the window when she sees
Timothy pull up. Sara tells her to go to the other side of the cabin as she wants to
confront Timothy when he comes in the door.
Once he arrives, Sara
starts to grill him.
This goes on for a
few minutes and to be
honest, kind of slows
down the pace of the
movie. Meanwhile
we catch a glimpse of
Havoc in one of the
rooms with the dead
maid. He decides to
cut into her back and
rip off her head with
spine attached, Mortal Kombat / Sub-zero style! Back in the living room, Sara and
Timothy are still arguing. It gets to a point when Sara is giving Timothy her ultimatum
when Havoc appears! He goes after Timothy and punches him until he's unconscious.
Meanwhile Sara runs out into the snowy forest.

Mia is still at the cabin when Havoc shuts off the power. She finds a spare set of keys in
the kitchen and decides to take them and get out of there. On her way to the vehicle, she
spots Sara laying out in the cold snow. She carries Sara back into the cabin. Since there
is no power, Mia gets a tub of hot water set up to put Sara into it. After Mia puts Sara
into the tub, she goes back downstairs only to be attacked by Havoc. This causes Sara to
jump out of the tub and head for the bedroom. She grabs a gun that is tucked away under
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the bed. Elsewhere Mia has escaped Havoc and hides out in another room. He finds her
rather quickly. Sara comes downstairs and confronts Havoc. She pulls the trigger but
ends up shooting Mia! Havoc goes to Sara and slaps the shit out of her, causing her to
pass out.
The next scene is at Havoc's "snapped tree" lair and Sara awakes amidst some random
body parts laying around. She runs away from the area until she comes across Havoc
chopping up a body. He spots her and the chase begins. Havoc eventually catches her
but rather than kill her, he wants to "play" with her. He points to a direction and she runs
off. After waiting for a bit, he starts going after her. After a brief chase, he catches her,
only to knock her out. The next scene shows Sara tied up to a tree. Right before Havoc
cut into her, he is shot by a dart gun by one of Scopophilio's men. Sara is then shot by
this guy as he does not want any witnesses. He moves in to finish the job but then Mia
shows up and shoots him dead. Sara and Mia head off in the jeep to safety, leaving
Havoc behind.

Unlike the other two movies, this one had an actual ending! I would rate this movie on
par with the last one (7 out of 10 as well). It was a fun gory slasher movie. I must say it
also looked really good. As of typing this, the only way to see this movie is via a digital
purchase. Included in the package was a 4k mp4 download. Having just bought a 4k tv,
but having no UHD player, I have not had the pleasure of watching a movie in the 4k
format. This digital file was the first movie I can watch (thanks to the USB input on the
TV). The movie looked amazing! Colors really popped and the detail was very sharp. I
was very surprised that a low budget movie can look this great. I checked out the regular
1080p mp4 and it too looks very good. Thus if you are stuck with regular HD, you will
still be fine. But if you have 4k capability, definitely go that route!
Check out the series if you enjoy slashers!

-bP
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Quick Word on:
The Valley of Gwangi
Synopsis: James Franciscus stars in this
thunderous adventure featuring amazing
special effects by Ray Harryhausen.
Franciscus plays a Wild West showman who
leads his riding and roping crew into the title region, where prehistoric giants still roam.
Thanks to Harryhausen wizardry, fantastic creatures lunge, fight and rampage in scene
after dazzling scene (including an awesome sequence where the cowboys rope Gwangi, a
razor-toothed allosaurus). Saddle up and join the excitement!
This was the first time I had viewed the
movie and I really enjoyed it. The stop
motion animation is great and it's always a
treat seeing it, especially by Harryhausen.
The plot was quite unique. You have a
wild west show that is looking to generate
more money and some of the group
stumble upon a valley that has dinosaurs.
So in King Kong fashion, they decide to
bring one back to put into the show. Of course everything goes wrong and the end result
is one that makes you feel pretty pissed off at the humans! Besides the downer ending,
the movie is quite a blast to watch and I doubt you'll ever come across another cowboy
and dinosaur movie! Highly recommended!
________________________________________________________________________

Quick Word on:
Blood and Sex Nightmare
Synopsis: Something unholy is stalking the
guests of the Pleasure Mountain Adult
Retreat. Local legend states that 40 years
ago, serial rapist and murderer Felix Gallo
hung himself at an abandoned campground
in these woods. Today, a sex resort sits on
the site, and couples eager to sample a
"swinging lifestyle in rustic surroundings"
arrive in droves. Everything goes well and
business is booming until, one by one, the guests begin to disappear...and reappear in
bloody little pieces. Is a flesh and blood killer on the loose? Or has Felix's dormant
spirit, disturbed b the sexual energy, come back from the grave to exact his revenge?
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Welcome to Pleasure Mountain Adult Retreat, where 'safe sex' has a very different
meaning.
Nick invites his girlfriend, Amy, to a sex
retreat even though she is at first against it.
He feels this will help open her up to sex
as she has been holding off ever since the
start of their relationship. Meanwhile at
the camp, there is a killer loose and he is
hacking people up left and right. It comes
down to Amy to stop this killer!
The movie has no real plot, it's basically a
showcase for gore and nudity. The kills
can be pretty brutal including stabbing then slicing a penis up the middle! Yikes!! LOL
As for the nudity aspect, it appears to have a naked girl appear every few minutes. If you
are looking for some mindless entertainment, this is it. It has a very short run time of
only a hour so it never really slows down. I guess you could say it lives up to it's name!
_______________________________________________________________________

Quick Word on:
The Satanist
Synopsis: A writer recovering
from a nervous breakdown
moves to the country with his
wife for a rest cure that turns
into a nightmare when the two
become unwilling participants in
an ancient Satanic ritual and a
wild bacchanal of the flesh.
This formerly lost film from 1968 reminds me a lot of movies by Nick Phillips. I bought
a lot of DVDs from Retro Seduction Cinema throughout the years with his movies. They
were soft core sexploitation that usually had little plot but a lot of style. Some were
filmed in black and white while others in color. The Satanist was filmed in black and
white, which IMO really adds to the atmosphere. The cinematography is gorgeous. The
black and white aspect looks great. The story of the movie is pretty simple, a guy and his
wife move to a different area, looking to get away from the city life. However their
neighbors have some kind of weird shit going on, which we find out they are part of a
Satanic cult! Audio for the movie consists of music and a narration track. Despite the
short 61 minute time frame, it does kind of drag at points. It's basically sex scene after
sex scene, though it's all relatively tame. If you like nudie cutie films, it's worth checking
out. I was a bit disappointed it wasn't more horror related but I do like this type of
sexploitation movie.
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Video Game Review:
Night Trap
25th Anniversary
Video games are a huge hobby of mine
and I have been wanting to include them
somehow into this magazine. I figure a
good way would be to do reviews of
horror related video games. What better
way than to start off with Night Trap 25h
Anniversary edition for the PS4. Us old
timers can remember all the political
bullshit that came out in the mid 1990s
regarding video games and censorship. While some games were quite violent (i.e Mortal
Kombat) others were not, like Night Trap. The footage and storyline in this game would
probably barely get a PG13 these days. It was one of those instances were politicians did
not know what the fuck they were talking about. Some things never change!

"Screaming Villains" has re-mastered this classic full motion video game for the PS4 and
PC. Footage for the game has been taken from 1st generation video tapes and WOW,
what a difference this makes! Having grown up in the 16 bit era (which is my favorite
era of video games), the technology was not where it needed to be to pull a game off like
this properly. Even the 32bit 3DO version barely pulled off the game properly but now
thanks to the PS4 and modern computers, we can see/play the game in a whole new light.
Not only does the game have cleaner video with a much better color palette, it also
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features a video feed of each room that plays while you are in a particular room. In the
older versions, this was not the cause thus it caused the player to constantly jump around
needlessly. Originally the game was released on the Sega CD, then ported to the 3DO
and Sega 32X CD. There was also a DOS version released on the PC.

The story of the game involves a special ops group who are infiltrating the Martin house.
A lot of disappearances have gone on there and you, as the player, must watch
surveillance over the house. Anytime an auger is near a trap, you must set it off thus
capturing the aug. If you do not capture enough by certain check points in the game, you
will be forced to restart it. The game has various endings, depending on how many you
capture and which end characters get caught.
Limited Run Games offered a physical edition of the game for sale and it sold out in
minutes. That is no joke and I do mean it sold out in literally a few minutes!! I was
fortunate enough to snag a copy as well as a 7" vinyl of the theme song and a blu-ray
documentary that "My Life in Gaming" put out. This documentary is also available on
youtube and I suggest watching it.
I highly recommend getting the game. It
is available digitally on the PSN and
Xbox Live as well as Steam.
I want to continue doing video game
reviews and plan on doing at least one
per issue. My only criteria is that the
game will be horror related. All eras
will be represented from the Atari 2600
to modern day. bP
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Lake Nowhere
I came across this movie while browsing on the Shudder online streaming service. This
50 minute feature starts off with faux trailers and commercials that have a VHS degraded
filter applied over them. After a few minutes, the main feature starts. A group of friends
arrive at a cabin in the woods, ready for partying and relaxation! They start to unpack
and get ready for their vacation. Meanwhile someone/thing is stalking them from the
woods as we get several POV shots. Once night time sets, the party begins and everyone
(minus a missing skinny dipper, Danny) starts getting drunk. As the party goes on, there
is a loud howling from outside and Danny shows up. The guy looks like a walking
corpse! He passes
out and his friends
let him rest,
assuming he just
needs some sleep.
While everyone is
asleep, Danny goes
on a rampage and
starts smashing one
of the women
(Bonnie)'s head into
the wall! Danny
gets shot numerous
times and falls over
dead.
This is just the start of everyone's problems as a mysterious killer shows up as well as
Danny, who comes back alive, cause havoc upon the group. Once the kills start, they
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don't let up. The short run time of this movie does not allow there to be any down time.
There is no need for any filler as the movie knows it's audience and delivers exactly what
fans want. While watching the movie, not only did I get a late 70s/ early 80s slasher vibe

from it, but it also felt like The Evil Dead was a big inspiration. There are a few scenes
with some black comedic antics that got a chuckle out of me. If you enjoy slashers of the
80s, give this movie a try. It is on blu-ray & DVD as well as on the Shudder streaming
service.
Rating: 7/10
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MGM Midnite Movie Review:

Planet of the Vampires
Synopsis: A band of space travelers has just
intercepted a distress call from a distant world! Is it
a desperate cry for help...or something far more
sinister? After landing on the shadowy planet, the
crew is attacked by a horde of disembodied aliens
with a diabolical plan: to conquer the universe by
controlling the crew's minds and stealing their
souls–proving that even in outer space, possession is
9/10 of the law!
Fun Facts!: Planet of the Vampires was also
released under the titles: Demon Planet, The
Haunted Planet, The Haunted World, The
Outlawed Planet, Planet of Blood, Space Mutants and Terror in Space!

Director Mario Bava combined live-action filming with miniature sets by reflecting
the sets through a mirror that had portions of the reflective surface scraped away-so
the actors could be seen through it!
Co-writer Ib Melchoir also scripted the shocking "tail" of prehistoric terror,
Reptilicus!
If there was ever a "midnight movie", this one is it! There is a charm to it that only these
60s (and 70s) movies can pull off. The atmosphere of the movie, especially how the
planet is presented, is very outworldly, for lack of a better word. The synopsis listed
above is pretty spot on in terms of the story. It's not a deep movie but very stylistic.
Bava has better movies but you can't go wrong with this one. If you like 60s space scifi,
definitely check this out! The DVD is letterbox but not anamorphic. The blu-ray by
Kino offers a great video and audio presentation and is the preferred way to watch the
movie.
bP
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Modern Review:
Incarnate
I was meaning to catch this movie while
it was in theaters but never got a chance.
This 2016 "possession" movie offers a
new perspective on the gloated subgenre of demon possession flicks. This
one aims at a more scientific explanation
and way to deal with the problem.

The movie stars Aaron Eckhart as Dr.
Seth Ember who is for all purposes an
exorcist. However his methods are more
scientific as he enters the mind of the
possession and expels them out like an
uninvited pest. He is seeking a parasite/demon called Maggie and finds it in the body of
a young 11 year old boy. This demon killed Seth's family and ever since then, Seth has
been on the hunt for the demon in a cat and mouse type of game.
I really like the
fact the movie
creators decided
to do something
different. This
approach was
quite fresh and
was a new take on
demon extraction.
Using some
pseudo science
that would
probably be at
home in a 1950s
scifi flick, it sounds believable in the movie and one can easily go along with it. If you
are looking for a fresh take on the possession genre, definitely check out this over looked
movie. Don't be put off by the generic poster art and give it a shot! -bP
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Budget DVD Mini-Review:

title: Mama Dracula
company: Millcreek
info: Countess Dracula (basically Elizabeth Bathory) uses the blood of virgins to keep her
alive. Unfortunately, virgins are hard to find these days so she hires a doctor to create
synthetic blood. This movie is more a comedy than horror, but it's really not funny. Some
parts are amusing, but most of it misses the mark. Also, the movie is extremely disjointed.
Scenes don't flow together and often don't make sense. Someone was obviously on drugs
when putting this film together. It's a weird flick.
video: VHS sourced, full screen. First part of the movie is very black and has a
red/orange tint to the movie. I was ready to give the movie a F as it was hard to watch at
times, but around half way, the movie started taking place in day light and the image got
better. It still sort of had a red tint to it, but at least you could see what's going on. Like
most VHS transfers, the image is very soft. The Millcreek watermark makes it's
appearance on the movie several time. D+
audio: Much better than the video, but nothing spectacular. C
extras: Part of the Millcreek 50 movie pack titled "Drive-in Movie Classics."
overall: It's worth watching once, though the 50pack set is worth getting.
________________________________________________________________________
Next Issue: I hope to have a Christmas themed issue out by the end of the year. I doubt it
will be as large as this one but I do have a few films in mind to cover!

Happy Halloween!!!
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Next issue - SANTA'S SLAY!!
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